Wireless towers at Kranji, His Majesty's Naval Base, Singapore, in the mid-1930s. In what was a fairly conventional style at the time, the towers were photographed to contrast their height with buildings and people. Note how the camera's skyward gaze reduces the size and individuality of people, particularly colonial subjects, compared to infrastructure. Image reproduced with kind permission and help from Ken Sutton and Clive Kidd, curator of the HMS Collingwood Heritage Collection.
the Continental press." 5 The French decree was rescinded soon afterward. Information from the League convinced the French when British protests could not.
There are many ways to narrate the story of the Tuscania: as a history of European understandings of disease, or of how the press can create panic, or of the importance of ships, to name just three. 6 Another way is to examine the relationship between information and the movement of people. Here two different points stand out: the League's role as an international information broker and the ship's colonial port of origin in India. The imperial and the international intertwined to both cause and resolve a crisis in Europe. More broadly, the League's system shows how and why information flows could increase at a time when the flows of people and goods decreased.
Since the mid-nineteenth century, Western states had valued information about infectious diseases like cholera as theoretically enabling states to enact effective quarantines and prevent epidemics. Even seven decades later, however, no coordinated information exchange occurred during the influenza pandemic of [1918] [1919] . Only in the following decade did the LNHO create a voluntary system that reached two-thirds of the world's population and made information a vital part of epidemic management. The League's system emerged after the height of economic globalization and mass movement of people prior to 1914. It survived World War II and laid the groundwork for the system that the World Health Organization still uses today.
The unexpected interwar emergence of an international information system has attracted little attention. But that system can take historians beyond simple bromides about how information facilitated globalization. Globalization is classically defined as the increased movement of people, goods, and ideas around the world. It is "a process that generates inequalities as well as convergence." 7 Deglobalization, in turn, generally means more restrictive immigration policies, more autarchic economic practices like tariffs, and more isolationism in rhetoric and in practice. Yet not all aspects of globalization and deglobalization happened simultaneously. 8 Frederick Cooper has argued that globalization theories are flawed in much the same way as modernization theory, because they do not recognize that " [t] he key variables of transition did not vary together." 9 This observation deserves more sustained examination to pull apart the trite and tired triad of people, goods, and information as the foundation of globalization. Some historians of capitalism have argued that "[t]he world economy . . . lost all of its globalization achievements in three decades, between 1914 and 1945." 10 Despite critiques, the interwar period is still often framed as a classic example of deglobalization. 11 This did not hold true for information, particularly as radio extended its reach across borders in the 1930s through new offerings like the BBC World Service. 12 Health communications continued, too.
The key was infrastructures-"big, durable, well-functioning systems and services, from railroads and highways to telephone, electric power, and the Internet"-which made it easier for information (whether statistics or other written materials) to be distributed and for two-way communication to occur. 13 Infrastructures have long interested historians, who have pointed out that roads and electricity linked territories in interwar Europe long before postwar European political or economic integration. 14 There are three main historiographical narratives about the spread of information infrastructure. One focuses on political and military control, whether in competition over colonial communications or in the use of newspapers and other media to create national consciousness. 15 The second sees economic cooperation between media and technology companies as driving the spread of submarine telegraph cables and wireless. 16 The third strikes a middle ground by emphasizing political economy, or "the relationship of the state and the market." 17 All three stories largely omit international organizations. The International Telegraph Union and the Universal Postal Union appear in these narratives more as organizations that created technical standards than as aggregators of information or creators of content. 18 The focus on empires and nations as political units elides Information exchanges did not necessarily develop at the same times or in the same spaces as other international and imperial interactions. Maps produced by the League of its epidemiological intelligence system highlight that point. 19 (See Figure 1. ) Appearing in annual reports delivered to the LNHO's main funder, the Rockefeller Foundation, these maps portrayed an infrastructure ordered not by nation-states, but by port cities, colonial networks, the sea, and the air. State and imperial borders were never communicative borders. Technologies like submarine cables had long blurred the international and the national. States had to approve landing rights for undersea cables from multinationals or companies that might be subsidized by other states, for example. The development of wireless telegraphy in the early twentieth century enabled electrical impulses from one jurisdiction to enter the airspace of another. Terrestrial borders could now be crossed in the sky, and moving ships could communicate from the sea. Midway through what Charles S. Maier has called the "territorial" twentieth century of the 1860s to the 1970s, based on "spatially anchored structures for politics and economics," wireless offered new ways to order the spaces of the sea and the air. 20 It presented new opportunities for colonial cooperation when imperial philosophies like those of disease control aligned. It enabled the LNHO to integrate nation-states, empires, and foundations into a new international system of health information that has lasted until today.
The LNHO's epidemiological intelligence system cautions historians not to assume that there is one timeline for all aspects of globalization or international cooperation. During the interwar period, the movement of people became more restricted and borders stronger. 21 Yet information exchange continued long after other types of cooperation had broken down. Political and economic histories have focused on the growing antagonism between nations and the disintegration of international trade in the 1930s. 22 At the same time, there was remarkably widespread sharing of epidemiological information. As the 1930s progressed, information-gathering was one of the few areas where the League seemed functional. League officials traveled to Asia on fact-finding missions about nutrition and health. 23 Frank Boudreau, a former Health Organization official, proclaimed in 1939: "it is one of to-day's paradoxes that the world which is destroying international co-operation by every means in its power is being saved from possibly devastating epidemics by international co-operation in health matters." 24 Still, even cooperation on health information could not survive the tipping point of political antagonism.
AT FIRST GLANCE, disease surveillance might seem a strange choice for untangling the threads of trade, migration, and information entwined in the knot of globalization. But the comparatively late development of any systematic international exchanges shows how and why the globalization of information was not concurrent with that of migration and trade. A global infrastructure for exchanging epidemiological information emerged nearly seven decades after states had recognized disease as a cross-border problem. Serious attempts to share such data had begun in the mid-nineteenth century. After cholera outbreaks in the 1830s and 1840s, European governments met at the first International Sanitary Conference in 1851 to coordinate quarantines and exchange information. This produced few concrete results.
Sanitary conferences continued, motivated by colonial concerns. Multiple nineteenthcentury outbreaks that spread to Europe and the United States were known as "Asiatic cholera pandemics" because they had purportedly originated in India. 25 Western states convened eleven ad hoc sanitary conferences by 1903. 26 But they were slow to create institutions. The first international health organization was the Pan-American Sanitary Bureau, created in 1902 by American health experts to expand U.S. interests in Latin America. 27 Five years later, an international sanitary agreement in 1907 established the Office international d'hygiène publique (OIHP) in Paris to coordinate the International Sanitary Conferences. As one of its responsibilities, the OIHP collected information about public health and infectious diseases like cholera that were hampering maritime trade.
Simultaneously, other organizations emerged to address health. Imperial states developed medical institutes, including Britain, which opened the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine in 1899. Health policy underpinned colonial structures: medical discourse often legitimized racial hierarchies. 28 Epidemiological control helped to counter imperial concerns about "colonial disease" and the health costs of empire. 29 Philanthropies also became involved with public health. The Rockefeller Foundation, for instance, focused on eradicating communicable diseases like hookworm. 30 Only under the LNHO would "an unsystematic collection of data on a few diseases in a few countries" become a comprehensive system. 31 The LNHO initially emerged less from colonial concerns than from the influenza and typhus epidemics. The flu pandemic of 1918-1919 killed more people than World War I, with estimates ranging from 50 to 100 million deaths. 32 Colonial, indigenous, and aboriginal populations were dis-proportionately affected, although their experiences differed markedly. Up to 85 percent of adults from some Inuit villages in Alaska perished. Around half of the residents of the Bombay Presidency contracted the flu; 10.3 percent, or just over 1 million, died. 33 Colonial administrators provided little help. But some, including the later League official Norman White, believed that poor information and inadequate colonial mortality figures had perpetuated disease. 34 The most direct impetus for creating the LNHO was typhus, an epidemic disease transmitted by body lice that devastated Eastern Europe and Russia starting in 1916. By 1920, there were approximately 30 million cases and 3 million deaths. At the height of the Russian Civil War, Lenin declared that "either socialism will defeat the louse or the louse will defeat socialism." 35 Two months before the League officially came into existence in June 1920, officials from the major Western powers, the OIHP, and the Red Cross had convened a conference to coordinate a response to typhus and discuss the possibility of setting up a League organization that would focus on health. 36 In December 1920, the League Assembly approved a resolution to create a Health Committee. Ludwik Rajchman, a bacteriologist, had led Poland's response to typhus so impressively that he was hired as the League's medical director in mid-1921, serving in that office until 1939. 37 Although the LNHO is comparatively under-explored, a historian called it "by general consent the most successful of the auxiliary organizations" as early as 1960. 38 understandings of medicine. 39 They also shared an optimism that their work could alleviate, or even eliminate, disease.
Much of this new international health coordination focused on information, particularly standardized statistics, which Rajchman believed fervently would "demonstrate the practicability and the indispensability of international health work." 40 Created in 1921, the Epidemiological Intelligence Service was a central part of the Health Organization. The next year, it started to issue multiple series of periodical reports. Epidemiological Intelligence reported on Europe and Russia, while Epidemiological Reports summarized the latest health data. Monthly reports on infectious diseases were initiated in 1923. As the 1920s progressed, reports included maps and graphs to render statistics from seventy-four countries, colonies, and territories comparable. 41 The maps were also meant to demonstrate the swift spread of the League's information networks and to secure funding for the LNHO.
Rajchman's information strategy relied fundamentally on coordinating a new infrastructure for collecting and disseminating epidemiological information. A key part of this strategy was the League's first extra-European office: the Far Eastern Health Bureau (also known as the Eastern Bureau) opened in 1925 in Singapore. 42 The choice of a port city reflected the importance of Southeast Asian urban centers like Penang, Rangoon, and Bangkok as hubs for maritime trade, migration, and cultural exchange. 43 Singapore itself represented the confluence of interests between the League's information strategy, British imperial communication networks, and the priorities of the LNHO's main funder, the Rockefeller Foundation. The Rockefeller Foundation had long shared Rajchman's belief that information and statistics were the backbone of public health. 44 Funding an information office in Asia made sense for the foundation, which had created the China Medical Board in 1914 to provide medical education and conduct research in China and Southeast Asia.
The choice of Singapore dovetailed with imperial priorities. Interwar British officials saw Singapore as "the strategic centre" for regional communications because the city had many cable connections and a secure receiving wireless station, Kranji, on His Majesty's Naval Base Singapore. 45 It was also no coincidence that the nautically obsessed British were heavily involved in health communications. 46 . 45 The National Archives, Kew, UK, Records of the Admiralty, Naval Forces, Royal Marines, Coastguard, and related bodies, ADM 1/9180, Enclosure "B," Report of the Singapore Conference, 1934, 1. 46 On how bodies of water like the Suez Canal connected British imperial possessions and spurred communications, see Mark Ravinder Frost, "Asia's Maritime Networks and the Colonial Public Sphere, 1840-cies had used submarine telegraphy to map incidences of influenza in the 1890s; in turn, epidemics like the 1894 outbreak of bubonic plague in Hong Kong promoted the consolidation and spread of telegraphy itself. 47 The League's international vision overlapped with British colonial anxieties about disease. It would soon go beyond them by linking multiple empires in the newly accessible space of the air.
Singapore became a hub for health information because the Eastern Bureau used the new technology of wireless telegraphy to cross imperial borders and establish a durable information infrastructure. Mostly forgotten today, wireless conveyed short and long electrical impulses through the ether to signify dots and dashes in Morse code. Spoken radio was often called wireless, too. "The wireless telegraph is not difficult to understand," Albert Einstein purportedly proclaimed. "The ordinary telegraph is like a very long cat. You pull the tail in New York, and it meows in Los Angeles. The wireless is the same, only without the cat." 48 Initially plagued by atmospheric disturbances and unreliability, the technology improved greatly during World War I and became a key weapon by 1918. 49 Wireless also became a point-to-many form of communication: a single tower could now reach multiple recipients simultaneously. With these developments, empires and nationstates could cooperate in the air and on the sea even as they were competing on land.
League officials saw wireless as an opportunity to coordinate communication between polities. Wireless was the "principal medium" for receiving information to be included in the new Weekly Epidemiological Record, a bulletin started in 1926 by the Eastern Bureau's first director, Raymond Gautier. 50 A Swiss physician, Gautier would succeed Rajchman in 1939 as acting director of the Health Organization. Prior to starting at the League in 1924, Gautier was an award-winning researcher who had articulated the idea of the blood-brain barrier. He made epidemiological intelligence "the main function" of the Eastern Bureau. 51 The eleven employees devoted most of their time to information. Expenses for cables and wireless transmissions were the secondhighest expenditure after staff, because the Eastern Bureau had to pay to send messages back to Geneva and around the world. Cable and wireless companies charged comparatively high rates and charged by the word, making the Eastern Bureau's weekly activities of information gathering and dissemination very expensive. 52 The aerial information service in turn justified the Bureau's existence and facilitated new forms of interimperial cooperation. As Charles S. Maier notes, communications create a "spatial domain that has never been bordered so rigidly, indeed that challenges the territorial limits that prevail at any moment-what might be called the communication space in which ideas and cultural goods have been exchanged." 53 Wireless made the air and sea into two-way communication spaces for the first time. 54 Rajchman and the League sought to broker maritime and aerial cooperation that would supersede national and imperial borders. The LNHO brought together national and imperial wireless towers to form an international system of cooperation that functioned differently from and lasted longer than other types of political and economic collaboration.
States and empires acquiesced to the new "intrusion" of epidemiological intelligence because they saw its potential economic benefits. A similar dynamic operated in the League's testing of vaccines in French imperial North Africa. 55 Ships were laden with goods, but also with pathogens. Because polities-and imperial powers in particularworried about how disease would affect maritime trade, information exchange offered a solution. Health communications made it possible to anticipate and prevent the spread of ship-borne sickness. The LNHO's system allowed empires to leverage international information networks without burdensome administrative costs and coordination. Economic interests and colonial concerns could drive imperial participation more than altruism or idealism. Commerce spread disease; communications could fix that problem.
Only with the rise of wireless, however, could an international organization like the LNHO become such a central broker of information between polities. The League hoped that new media like wireless and cinema could connect peoples and prevent future wars; truthful communication was a form of moral disarmament. 56 Information dissemination was a key part of the League's strategy to cement itself in Asia in particular. The League's only other extra-European offices were branches of its Information Office, founded in Tokyo in 1926 and Delhi in 1931. 57 For health information, the Eastern Bureau swiftly used wireless to become more than just "a Post Office" for the OIHP. 58 This new technology enabled the Bureau to coordinate epidemiological intelligence from Asia, the East Coast of Africa, and the Pacific Ocean. Imperial commercial incentives helped to explain an international system's comparative lack of presence in the West Coast of Africa: the information exchange focused more on major trade routes via the Indian and 53 Charles S. Maier, Once within Borders: Territories of Power, Wealth, and Belonging since 1500 (Cambridge, Mass., 2016), 301 n. 8, emphasis in the original. 54 It also reminds us that territory is three-dimensional with verticality and volume, as Gabrielle Hecht has suggested. Manu Goswami, Gabrielle Hecht, Adeeb Khalid, Anna Krylova, Elizabeth Pacific Oceans back to Europe. 59 The League's system sought to forestall epidemics by receiving messages from moving ships and informing ports of infected ships before they even arrived. As one former League official put it, the Bureau was "a central fire-station in a municipal system of fire prevention," overseeing "the world's alarm system." 60 The Eastern Bureau used twentieth-century information technology, yet it took a nineteenth-century colonial approach to the content it disseminated. International Sanitary Conferences in the previous century had sought to protect Europe from three diseases in particular: smallpox, plague, and cholera. Correspondingly, they became the focus of the wireless version of the Weekly Epidemiological Record. Although the death tolls for these maladies were high, they were lower than for more common diseases like tuberculosis. Officials perpetuated a tradition of viewing diseases like cholera as "oriental." In contrast to medical science's broader move to focus on the social causes of disease in the interwar period, the Bureau and Geneva used new wireless technology to address older, imperial concerns. 61 While the choice of diseases was old-fashioned, the use of wireless reflected a new attitude toward the air. From the medieval period to the late nineteenth century in Europe, miasma theory blamed poisonous air for the spread of diseases like cholera. By the 1920s, modern bacteriology blamed disease on germs, not bad air. In the nineteenth century, the status of air also transformed when mountain air was commoditized as a cure. 62 While air had often represented insubstantiality or danger before 1900, inventions like wireless and the airplane reframed the air in the popular imagination as a space for freedom and utopian solutions for modern, technical problems. 63 In the interwar period, public health officials mobilized the air as a cooperative communicative space to prevent disease. The utopia of the air translated into a utopian vision of a wireless world freed from epidemics.
That vision relied upon an intricate, interconnected infrastructure that was coordinated every week by the LNHO and the Eastern Bureau. At first, the Health Organiza- Bureau's independent room for maneuver by allowing governments to provide information to the regional bureau in Singapore rather than the OIHP. The Singapore Bureau would then forward information about epidemics and the weekly reports to the OIHP. 65 EPIDEMIOLOGICAL INTELLIGENCE AT THE Eastern Bureau was generated in three stages: collection, collation, and distribution. Between Monday and Wednesday each week, the Bureau received cables or postal mail relaying the latest numbers for smallpox, cholera, and plague. Information from British India arrived only on Thursday mornings because it took so long for officials in Delhi to gather information from the large number of Indian provinces. India was particularly important because Western officials had regarded ship-borne infections from there as "the fount of cholera" since the mid-nineteenth century. 66 Cables provided numbers; letters conveyed information about mortality rates, meteorological conditions, and measures taken to destroy rats or protect infected ports.
Soon, though, the infrastructures of epidemiological intelligence furthered enduring cooperation in the air and on the sea. Such infrastructures enable historians to overcome the somewhat artificial divide between the national, international, imperial, and global by tracing how networks of information collection and distribution were created and functioned. 67 Most information came from what League reports called "maritime towns" in the Pacific and Indian Oceans, as shown in the map in Figure 2 . These port cities served as hubs for the public health officials who brokered communications with local populations, and for the doctors who ultimately decided what should and should not be classified as cholera. The system relied on multiple two-way dependencies: between the League and public health officials, between public health officials and doctors, and between public health officials and statisticians. The service began in 1926 with 104 ports and reached 163 by 1933. By the early 1930s, the LNHO's network spanned forty-five countries and two-thirds of the world's population. 68 But globalization was not always a synchronous process: even as the Great Depression contracted trade networks, epidemiological networks expanded, in part because the Rockefeller Foundation answered the LNHO's pleas to continue funding the organization.
The League's international system also thrived because it standardized imperial and national information systems. The boxes of submissions from countries around the world reveal that there were many different methods for representing disease: narratives, drawings, graphs, and tables with signs like circles or pluses that bear little resemblance to statistics today. Collecting statistics meant making them uniform. Just as patient histories were standardized over the late nineteenth century, League officials sought to regularize the numbers that they received. 69 Over time, the Health Organization standardized both the content and the forms of epidemiological intelligence, which enabled information to spread further and in greater volume. The LNHO became the indispensable intermediary between territories whose notation systems were otherwise not mutually comprehensible. On an "Epidemiological Telegram Disposal Sheet" like the one pictured in Figure 4 , officials created a standard format that seemed to render any disease comparable and comprehensible. It also fit into the League's broader initiative to standardize information like financial and economic data. 70 The many boxes of statistics and disposal sheets obscure the essential roles of individuals in collecting and standardizing data. One British secretary in Geneva, Ursula Harding, devoted her days to gathering missing information from governments and standardizing what she received. Archives often make invisible the intricate and sometimes highly technical work of women at international institutions: Harding appeared in the documents only when she sent letters seeking further data. 71 But assiduously collected statistics relied on the assiduous work of women behind the scenes. 72 The Eastern Bureau's and LNHO's statistics also hid the hard work of doctors and locals on the ground who gathered numbers in the first place-work that receives scant mention in the archives. People made statistics, but statistics concealed people.
Like any statistics, these numbers hid discontents and difficulties. The Eastern Bureau assumed that if no one was reporting on a disease, that meant there were no cases. Some governments, including the British, complained that their more accurate reporting made their territories look more disease-ridden. The German Public Health Office com- plained on mathematical grounds. The Weekly Epidemiological Record was not providing statistics at all, at least not as German officials defined statistics. The Record provided a snapshot of disease every seven days, while the monthly reports supplied more detailed information about disease development. Germans found this insufficient because they believed that statistics needed to be diachronic as well as synchronic. Alongside weekly statistics, the German Public Health Gazette published the total figures for each week from the start of the year up to the present. This made it easy to recognize trends as well as to make comparisons between years. By applying this method, German officials reasoned, the League could transform its weekly bulletin from "simply a 'registration table'" into "a statistical table showing the general situation which is the real object of statistics." 73 Still, methodological complaints never stopped participation.
Information moved faster than the people who government and League officials feared would spread disease. After collating data, the Eastern Bureau and Geneva distributed the information either immediately or episodically. If a port or government health service cabled outside its normal time to file the first report of what appeared to be an epidemic, the Bureau would promptly cable the OIHP and vulnerable areas. League officials also sought out this information; they remained especially attuned to influenza. Fearing that the flu had returned in 1928, officials proactively scoured newspapers for information and sought clarification. Rajchman telegraphed U.S. Surgeon General Hugh S. Cumming in December for details of the "extensive epidemic" reported in newspapers. Cumming replied with details and a reassurance that this flu was milder. He deliberately avoided using the word "epidemic," calling it an "extensive outbreak." The Health Organization immediately telegraphed out Cumming's reply. 74 Although the United States had set quotas on the movement of people from Asia, Africa, and Eastern Europe with the Johnson-Reed Immigration Act of 1924, it increased information exchange to prevent a repeat of 1918-1919.
The Eastern Bureau created two standard weekly bulletins: the Weekly Fasciculus, a printed publication that was sent through the mail, and the Weekly Health Bulletin (or Weekly Wireless Bulletin). The Bureau was printing four hundred copies of the Weekly Fasciculus in 1927. By 1936, it reached forty-five countries. 75 Although cable transmission and postal delivery remained important, wireless was the Health Organization's main priority. It was the only way to reach moving ships at sea, and financially, it was cheaper than sending multiple cables. Several colonial governments also reduced prices for wireless transmissions or transmitted the information for free. Wireless was also the only point-to-many technology, enabling a broader and swifter distribution of information that League officials believed could stem or prevent epidemics. Even if a war broke out, wireless could reach across enemy lines, an essential calculus for an international organization mandated to remain neutral in conflict.
The Eastern Bureau's communication system was highlighted in its annual reports. In documenting its activities for headquarters in Geneva, the Bureau also attempted to provide justification for the Rockefeller Foundation's continued investment. Every annual report trumpeted progress in wireless and a reduction in cabling. The number of correspondents using cable transmissions dropped from twenty-one early in 1927 to fifteen by November. 76 By 1936, only Vladivostok in the Soviet Union, Bushehr in Iran, Aden in Yemen, and Victoria in the Seychelles received the weekly bulletin over cable. 77 Cables remained an essential backup, because atmospheric conditions like typhoons and monsoons occasionally affected wireless reception, particularly in the late 1920s, before the introduction of shortwave. 78 At the same time, officials sought to create a system of multiple wireless towers to rebroadcast the bulletin, hoping to obviate the need for cables, and eventually be able to rely upon the air alone.
League officials focused on mapping space not by distance but by wireless towers, showcasing how the League had brought together different polities to cooperate by sharing health information. The maps in the Eastern Bureau's annual reports reveal how League officials represented their own bureau to themselves and to the Bureau's main funder, the Rockefeller Foundation. The maps emphasized infrastructure above all else. They showed the new predominance of the air: coastlines were window dressing; the real focus was the straight lines connecting wireless towers. The world in these maps was more sea and air than land. Starting in 1928, almost every report contained maps presenting communications as the Bureau's raison d'être. In this unusual representation, Saigon and Singapore were more central than Europe. Western Europe does not even appear: the maps highlight only the German tower at Nauen (just outside Berlin). 79 In one sense, this depicted a new world centered on the Pacific and Indian Oceans, with the League as the essential institution connecting empires and nation-states. 80 In another sense, it reproduced colonial assumptions by presenting Africa and Asia as disease incubators.
Maps like the one in Figure 5 emphasized imperial cooperation in the development of an international information infrastructure by highlighting connections between wireless towers across land borders. Imperial hierarchies, priorities, and capital shaped the nature of cooperation. But the cartography implied that only an international organization could broker shared sovereignty over the air. The accompanying text in the reports emphasized increased participation in the system: information was still moving across borders even when such movement was being restricted and reduced for people and goods. At the same time, the maps concealed the hierarchies of access to information: only colonial and elite public health officials and ships' captains received the information; colonial populations were excluded from receiving it or deciding how to act on it.
The connections between towers resulted from new kinds of inter-imperial cooperation cultivated by the LNHO between Britain, France, and the Netherlands. Once the Eastern Bureau had collated and coded the data on Thursdays, it was cabled from Singapore to the French colonial city of Saigon. As there was no suitable wireless tower in Singapore, the Indochinese government agreed in 1926 to transmit the broadcast every Friday through the Radio Electric Service at Saigon. In October 1927, the service expanded when the Tananarive station on Madagascar began rebroadcasting the coded messages sent from Saigon. In the early 1930s, the station at Malabar on Java in the Dutch East Indies also began rebroadcasting Saigon's messages on Saturdays. The Dutch had long invested in wireless telegraphy and radio as the simplest way to connect the Netherlands to the Dutch East Indies, which were far away and thus expensive to link with cables. 81 By sharing infrastructure, public health officials created a system of communicative "intercolonialism. Communicative cooperation using wireless contrasted with earlier competition over cables, which had begun to intensify in the 1890s. 83 In 1904, the Dutch Telegraph Administration had established a joint cable company with the Germans, the DeutschNiederländische Telegraphengesellschaft, to link German and Dutch colonies in the Pacific with the American Pacific cable. The Japanese cooperated with the Danish to create a Great Northern Cable Company. The British "All-Red Line" of submarine cables around the world depicted in Figure 6 was completed with the last link between Vancouver and Australia in 1902. These efforts resulted in overlap, because governments feared that the British in particular might use the cable system to censor content.
By contrast, the League brokered inter-imperial sharing of wireless health information. The essential participation of empires was a clear indication that the LNHO had not created a neutral information network. Rather, it relied fundamentally on colonial hierarchies and technologies that aided information exchange. The imperial underpinnings of the League's system troubled some states at the time, particularly in Latin America. Although Latin American countries supplied health information to the LNHO, they did not allow it to be included in the Weekly Epidemiological Record. Latin America was a key site for the Rockefeller Foundation's health initiatives and participated extensively in League initiatives. 84 Countries like Brazil regarded the League as an important clearing- house for information. 85 But they remained ambivalent about the organization as a representation of imperial internationalism, particularly because public health had long intertwined with nation-building, and some saw the Rockefeller Foundation as representing American empire. These concerns kept Latin America out of an otherwise global system. While Latin America chose not to be part of the LNHO's system for fear of epidemiological imperialism, other nations, including Germany, participated in order to bolster their global stature in communications. Six months before the Tananarive station began rebroadcasting the messages from Saigon, the wireless tower at Nauen was broadcasting the full coded wireless message every Saturday for European and non-European health administrations. 86 Germans had invested heavily in wireless since around 1900, because it did not require them to use British-dominated submarine cables. The Germans briefly possessed an "all-wireless route" around the world in 1914 connecting their disparate colonies. During World War I, the German government and military officials invested in wireless because the British had cut Germany's cable access to the outside world. Nauen's wireless tower was the world's tallest in 1917. 87 It still had the most powerful reception and transmission in the world in the 1920s. Despite an economy devastated by the war and hyperinflation in the early 1920s, and despite strong autarchic nationalist voices, Germany continued to invest massively in infrastructure to disseminate information across borders.
Just as financing for the Health Organization came predominantly from a philanthropic organization located in a non-member country (the United States), information infrastructure required non-League members, too. German officials and scientists had begun taking part in Health Organization conferences in the early 1920s, years before Germany entered the League in September 1926. 88 Their participation was part of a concerted German effort to engage in international coordination on issues like economics, minority politics, and the press during the late 1920s. 89 It also demonstrated the Germans' excellence in communications technology, particularly when Nauen was chosen over Paris as the home of European broadcasting. Nauen continued to broadcast the weekly bulletin long after Nazi Germany had left the League in October 1933. As with minority politics in Silesia, the Nazis' cooperation in the League lasted beyond 1933. 90 This mirrored their continued participation in the international cartel of news agencies until the outbreak of World War II in Europe in 1939. 91 Global communications outweighed political particularities.
The League stopped asking Nauen to disseminate the bulletin only in September 1939, after Germany had invaded Poland. It justified its actions by claiming that Nauen was mainly used for transmission across the Atlantic, and traffic there had decreased dramatically since the outbreak of the war. Certain League officials had campaigned for a tower built specifically for the League since 1926, thinking that it would ensure a neutral means of communication during wartime. But Swiss officials delayed the tower's erection until 1932. 92 Only in February 1939 did the Health Organization feel sufficiently satisfied with the range and reliability of the League's tower to start broadcasting three times every Friday; the map in Figure 7 shows this new system. The wireless tower could also receive epidemiological broadcasts from Singapore, which was cheaper than cable transmission. 93 Still, a Health Organization official noted to Secretary-General Joseph Avenol that by removing Nauen, the League had indicated that it was "no longer observing strict neutrality during the current conflict." 94 The LNHO could no longer broker between competing parties to facilitate world epidemiological intelligence.
Government and League officials had strongly hoped that this new information infrastructure would increase international interactions. These hopes were distinct from the ideas about publicity that historians have already explored in the history of the League-its efforts to disseminate information to a broad public, as well as colonized and indigenous peoples' attempts to use petitions to the League to publicize their causes. 95 By contrast, health officials focused on sending information to a technical elite: public health officials, colonial administrators, and ships' captains. This cooperation succeeded precisely because it occurred below the radar, administered by bureaucrats who dreamed of statistics, not stories. Officials did not generally issue public statements or write self-aggrandizing autobiographies; rather, their attention to the minutiae of standardized statistics assumed a grand, universalizing vision that information could cure disease. The epidemiological intelligence system attracted very little attention beyond public health officials, shipping companies, and military personnel. A similar story played out with the WHO's role in brokering cooperation between the U.S. and the USSR to eradicate smallpox in the 1970s. 96 Broad publicity was not the only reason for disseminating information.
Nevertheless, the Eastern Bureau tried to reach everyone in its target groups of public health officials and ships' personnel by making its wireless messages as easy to re-ceive as possible. At the request of many countries and shipping companies, the Bureau pushed for Nauen and the other stations to transmit messages "in the clear." This meant broadcasting a decoded version for recipients like ships' captains who might not possess the epidemiological code used by the League. It was expensive to broadcast a clear message, however, because it took longer. Slowly but surely, the efficacy of the Weekly Epidemiological Record convinced various governments. Bandung, Madras, Karachi, and Tokyo started broadcasting summaries in the clear in 1928, followed by Sandakan and Shanghai in 1929. 97 In 1933, Saigon began transmitting the bulletin both in code and in the clear. 98 Starting in the early 1930s, Malabar retransmitted the weekly bulletin daily in the clear and included additional information about quarantine restrictions on ports. The daily broadcast enabled the Eastern Bureau to add important messages received during the week. For the Bureau, this was "an essential part of the service, the value of which cannot be overestimated." 99 Tests showed that in 1930, ships received 80 percent of the bulletins from wireless stations like Malabar or Karachi, 91 percent from Tokyo and Shanghai, and 100 percent from Hong Kong. 100 The League's information system continued to grow, in part because Eastern Bureau and colonial officials took every precaution to ensure its trustworthiness. The Bureau developed an elaborate system for monitoring the broadcast after several mistakes in 1933 by the cable offices in Singapore and Saigon. The wireless station at Kranji on His Majesty's Naval Base Singapore agreed to transcribe the broadcast from Saigon and telephone it to the Bureau. 101 The director of public health in Bangkok and the assistant engineer at the Penaga wireless station also picked up the message from Saigon and Malabar and sent it verbatim to the Eastern Bureau. 102 Errors became exceedingly rare. Only one occurred in 1936, for example, when a bulletin erroneously transmitted ZUFEQ (meaning smallpox in Calcutta) as SUFEQ (meaning plague in Calcutta). The Singapore office immediately noted and corrected the mistake after the naval station at Kranji telephoned to report it. The Bureau consistently transmitted city names in the same order, and the order of transmission for each disease was also fixed: plague, cholera, and smallpox. Receiving towers would know that something was wrong if that order changed. In this case, therefore, because this error meant that plague had come after cholera rather than before it, recipients would have spotted the problem. 103 To maintain trust, the service had to be flawless. And that trust relied upon cooperation between communications officials in the French and British empires.
Another reason that the League's system still functioned in the 1930s is that it brokered information, not interpretation or advice. This seemed to be the only way to encourage and maintain cooperation. The weekly bulletin listed the number of cases without designating a certain number as the threshold for an epidemic. The LNHO deliberately allowed each country and port to decide that question for itself. 104 "Arbitrary standards are adopted in various countries and individual ports," wrote the head of the Eastern Bureau in 1938, "and it is obvious that no single numerical standard could be applied universally." 105 League officials believed that communications could work only if local authorities were allowed to take action instead of being forced to follow a specified international standard.
LEAGUE AND GOVERNMENT officials saw the LNHO's epidemiological intelligence system as providing three types of benefits, each of which engendered cooperation with different partners. First, information could prevent the disruption of commerce. Second, the 99 LONA 8A/R6198/341, C.H.1421, Eastern Bureau, Annual Report for 1938, 3.system could make the League the central node of knowledge about disease. Third, information could stop a military panic or enable armies to travel safely without worrying about infection. Not all of these intentions were benign. They often concealed violent motives or colonial ambitions. These overlapping incentives helped to increase information exchange just as many polities experienced dramatic reductions in migration and trade.
One way in which wireless information could benefit commercial operations was by reducing the turnaround times of ships in ports. If port officials knew that an infected ship was arriving, for example, they could speedily institute a quarantine. Knowing the exact date of an outbreak on a ship also decreased the time that ship would have to spend in quarantine, enabling it to resume travel more quickly, and reducing commercial losses from time spent at harbor. Even after the Great Depression had dramatically reduced global trade flows, epidemiological information was exchanged between more places than before. Former LNHO official Frank Boudreau found the system so effective that he praised it in biblical terms in January 1940: "The truth shall make men free, said the prophet, and to know the truth about disease means freedom for passenger and freight traffic, freedom from disease and from unnecessary restrictions." With accurate information about diseases, officials could take precautions only against infected ships and could stop "such general interference with all traffic as occurs when nothing is known but all is suspected." 106 League officials believed that the weekly bulletins were reducing the number of cases of smallpox and cholera aboard ships. As more ports and more data were included, the average length of wireless coded bulletins increased from thirty-two words in 1927, to forty-four in 1928, to fifty-one in 1929. The length then decreased to fortysix words in 1930 because the number of infected ports declined, or so officials claimed. 107 The annual report for the Eastern Bureau in 1936 proudly displayed a map of infected ships with only twenty-three cases. Although they did not have direct proof, officials firmly believed that their swift provision of information had reduced the incidence of disease. 108 Authorities knew about infected ships in advance and could more effectively enact quarantine measures. These experiences also reinforced the idea that wireless had made the sea safer. The infrastructure of epidemiological intelligence offered a justification for the Health Organization's existence: without providing concrete proof, officials asserted that information made the League indispensable.
League officials like Yves Biraud-the youngest-ever person in France to qualify as a doctor, receiving his diploma in 1923-also garnered support by styling the LNHO as a vital clearinghouse of information. 109 In the early 1930s, Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Hungary all independently contacted Biraud, asking him to collect data on more communicable diseases than smallpox, cholera, and plague. Epidemiologists also wanted weekly information about conditions like typhoid, diphtheria, and poliomyelitis. 110 The Health Organization had long provided this sort of information on an emergency basis during outbreaks of flu and poliomyelitis. While Biraud welcomed the request from Eastern European states for more information, financial considerations prevailed. By the early 1930s, the Depression had decimated funding. Biraud had another suggestion: The Health Organization would not provide a weekly bulletin, but would collect information on these diseases and maintain a card index for Central Europe. 111 It then would publish material on a disease only if "anything abnormal was occurring." 112 If a government heard nothing from the League, officials could concentrate on other issues.
Biraud's main problem was not the Health Organization's willingness, but the quality and regularity of the information it received. Polish information was "excellent in its presentation," but it arrived irregularly. The Soviet Union's information was often months out of date. Hungary mailed data every two weeks that was generally already four weeks old. "It is obvious," wrote Biraud to a Polish epidemiologist in 1932, "that we can only give back what is given to us." 113 Epidemiological information could prevent disease from disrupting everyday life, but only if every government supplied the League with accurate information. Moreover, the Health Organization's card index system could alleviate angst only if every state believed that the League possessed reliable statistics. Biraud successfully pushed Hungary to provide weekly information in December 1932. The Health Organization persuaded the Estonian government in 1928 to start collecting weekly statistics on typhus and smallpox. 114 It also convinced the Estonians to mandate uniform statistics from the country's thirty-one health insurance funds. 115 But information mailed and cabled from Eastern Europe and the Baltics seemed less complete than statistics from colonial administrations in Asia and Africa. Communications to Geneva worked less well over land than through the air and on the sea.
While the League envisioned a beneficial role for its information system in protecting the health of military personnel, state incentives were not always benign. As World War II progressed, idealistic League officials were shocked by the military purposes for which epidemiological intelligence was being used. Japanese officials had first suggested that a League of Nations health bureau be established in Asia in the early 1920s to collect more information about disease in China for military purposes. 116 If an army were to invade, generals needed to know that they would not lose troops to disease. The Eastern Bureau was the cheapest and most reliable method for obtaining that information. In many ways, the Bureau was part of a broader military investment in the air. Many countries created air forces during or just after World War I. The British Royal Air Force was founded in 1918, for example, and many countries invested heavily in airplanes to make the air a military arena, including in colonial spaces after World War I. 117 International organizations' aspirations could serve imperial and military ends.
Still, the Weekly Epidemiological Record could bolster the League's claims to neutrality. The weekly bulletin continued to be issued even after the Japanese invasion of China in 1937 and the outbreak of World War II in Europe in 1939. Every country and port except the USSR continued to contribute, including Japan, which had left the League of Nations in 1933. In late 1939, Eastern Bureau officials believed this showed "how well established is the international system of epidemiological intelligence." 118 As the League's political power waned in the 1930s, it increasingly focused on purportedly technical divisions like the Health Organization to justify its existence. Epidemiological intelligence featured prominently in the League of Nations exhibit at the New York World's Fair of 1939-1940. 119 Even if the League had not prevented war, at least it could claim to have prevented epidemics and expanded information exchange.
But the Health Organization learned that some governments saw epidemiological intelligence as a weapon of war, too. The technical was also political. 120 After September 1940, American health officials stopped sending information to the League. In November 1940, the government of India also stopped cabling information to the Eastern Bureau because the British did not want reports about diseases to fall into the hands of the OIHP headquarters in Paris or hostile countries. The French had surrendered to the invading Nazi army in June 1940. Paris was occupied, and so were the OIHP headquarters. Since the International Sanitary Convention of 1926, the OIHP had coordinated epidemiological intelligence with the Health Organization and the Eastern Bureau. The British worried that health information would give the enemy a tactical advantage. They were particularly concerned about communicating over wireless where they could not control the recipients. Instead, the British cabled statistics directly to other countries through diplomatic channels. 121 They still sent information to Singapore, but it now went first to the civil director of medical services, who examined the material and excised anything potentially sensitive before passing the data on to the Eastern Bureau. 122 This was a disaster for perplexed League officials, who saw information as a neutral good. 123 "The attitude of our friends from India is a puzzle to me," wrote Yves Biraud, now the head of the Epidemiological Intelligence Section, in November 1941. 124 The government of India had even pushed in late 1939 for an Indian representative to be-come the new deputy director of the Singapore Bureau. 125 But League officials had heard that the British feared the League would "misuse . . . all kinds of statistics, financial and economic in particular." 126 Eastern Bureau officials did not think that India had to supply the OIHP with information, because India had signed neither the 1926 International Sanitary Convention nor the International Sanitary Convention for Aerial Navigation of 1933, which mandated that information on certain epidemics be supplied to the OIHP. 127 For League officials, health communications was a neutral, apolitical enterprise that involved virtually every country in preventing the spread of disease. They seemed not to understand why British colonial officials were worried that the same information could aid the enemy's military planning.
Despite praising the "irreproachable attitude" of League officials, British health officials in Whitehall finally stopped sending any information on their territories in September 1941. 128 The strengths of wireless had become its weaknesses. Over the course of the 1930s, the Eastern Bureau had persuaded various wireless towers to send the weekly bulletin in the clear. This made it easier for ships to receive the information. From a British perspective in 1941, that made the bulletin vulnerable to interception. Moreover, wireless information exchange between Singapore and Geneva seemed unsafe to British officials, who were well aware of Germany's excellent wireless capabilities.
The Japanese invasion of Southeast Asia closed the Eastern Bureau entirely, as the staff fled to Australia in February 1942. The director, Dr. C. L. Park, failed to revive the weekly bulletin from Canberra, and the Bureau itself was officially disbanded for the duration of the war in October 1942. 129 The Weekly Epidemiological Record, however, survived the demise of the Bureau. With virtually no staff and no support, Biraud kept the publication alive in Europe because he saw it as key to the argument for building a new health organization after the war ended. He was right: the communication space of health did not disappear after 1945.
World War II was a less radical break for epidemiological information than it was for other forms of globalization. The League's epidemiological intelligence infrastructure persisted after World War II through its personnel, publications, and philosophy. When the WHO emerged, its health communications bore a familiar stamp. A cadre of international civil servants, including Biraud and Gautier, had careers spanning the League and the WHO. Gautier, the first director of the Eastern Bureau, had served as acting director of the LNHO from 1939 until 1942, when he traveled to London and Washington to plan for postwar European public health initiatives. Biraud and Gautier both pushed for a world health organization headquartered in Geneva to build upon the League's success. 130 Gautier became assistant director-general of the WHO in 1948, serving in that role until his retirement in 1950. Colleagues later described the first director of the Eastern Bureau, the driving force in creating the wireless epidemiological service, as "truly the soul of the World Health Organization." 131 If Gautier was the soul of the WHO, then that soul was an administrative one. Gautier and Biraud dreamed of statistics and standardization as the path to peace. Biraud was a bureaucrat so devoted to collating information that he spent much of World War II producing a dictionary of all the known names for communicable diseases in twentythree European languages and Latin. 132 He also headed the secretariat for the World Health Conference in 1946 that created the WHO. After the WHO emerged in 1948, he became director of the Service of Epidemiological Intelligence and Public Health Statistics. The history of health communications is only partially known because it is a history of doctors who dealt in statistics, not stories.
Led by officials like Biraud, the WHO kept Singapore, Geneva, and Alexandria as epidemic intelligence stations and continued a wireless system backed up by cables. By 1951, Biraud would declare the world "substantially covered" except for the USSR. 133 Just as some participants in the League's epidemiological intelligence system were not League members during the 1930s, not all participants in the 1950s were members of the United Nations. Spanish health officials were deeply involved in the World Health Organization even though Spain was not allowed to join the UN until 1955. 134 International information networks could emerge in different places and at different times than other types of international flows or strategic alliances like NATO or the Non-Aligned Movement.
Publications like the printed Weekly Epidemiological Record continued unchanged. The first iteration under UN auspices appeared on September 5, 1946. The short preface noted that the Record would temporarily retain the same layout and provide the same information. 135 A new format never came. The publication kept its two columns side by side, one in English and one in French. It continued to present information in lists of numbers, graphs, and figures to create statistical "legibility." Even today, the Record looks remarkably similar to the 1920s version. The technologies of distribution have changed, but the belief in numbers has not.
The philosophy of disease prevention has also retained the idea that communication could eradicate communicable disease. The League system supplied information to health officials, but it formed the basis for a system that informed (and still informs) the general public. Although the WHO's main target audience changed in the 1950s and 1960s from public health officials and academics to society as a whole, the organization saw statistical information as a panacea. Health experts today emphasize more two-way communication and argue that "biomedical interventions alone are unlikely to succeed without communication support." 136 Even as conventional methods of communication
